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Meteor shower cavetown lyrics meaning

[Verse 1] I have miles of confused regrets and friends, but maybe it's just my stupid towards the end thinking: Should I wait here or make my way home? You said Go (You said Go) [Verse 2] Make problems that don't exist Why do I let myself dream like this? We are floating away, my body is in space Let's go home [Heart] Lost pieces of my skull I will sew into patches of my own soul There is nothing you
or I can do that will let the stars fall 'Because from here the sky is my thought and we are all so small [Verse 3] Rapid Meteor Shower, take cover But the tones in our hair complement each other that would sell my own bones for sapphire stones 'Because blue is your favorite color [Heart] Lost pieces of my skull I will sew in patches of my own soul There is nothing you or I can do because the stars fall
'Because from here the sky is my thought and we are all so small that we are all so... What are you doing? My heart and the earth share the same rule Begins with love and ends with U But do not go out on the street, it's dangerous tonight Without me here by your side Take it slow, you'll know which way to go sew your skull Take your time and we'll be fine [Outro] Lost pieces of my skull I'll sew in stains of
my own soul Lyrics taken from / cavetown-meteor_shower 1629085.html Initial Page C Cavetown Meteor Shower I have miles of repentances and friends but maybe it's just my stupid head in the endPensantShould And wait hereO make my way homeYou said go (you said go)Making up problems that don't exist Why I let myself dream like this There's nothing you or I can make the stars fallCause from
here Heaven is my thought and we're all small. Cover But the nuances in our hair complianceAanother would sell my own bones for sapphire stonesThe blue is your favorite colorMissing pieces of my skull And I will sew in patches of my own soulThere is nothing you or I can doSo let the stars fallCause from here Above Heaven Are my thoughts and we are all smallSo We are all soTM my heart and the
earth shares the same rule Begins with love and ends with you But do not go outside is dangerous tonightWith me here by your sideCompose slowly You will know the way to witch to go by your skull, take your time And we'll be fineMissing bits of my skull I'll sew in patches of my own soul Ver mais places I have miles of confused regrets and friends , but maybe it's just my stupid head in the end to think if I
have to wait here or make my way home you said go making trouble that I don't exist Why I let myself dream like this We're floating away , my body is in space Let's home Lost pieces of my skull I'll sew in patches of my own soul There's nothing you or I can do that letting the stars fall from here my thoughts from heaven and we are all so small shower meteors, quick cover taking but the tones in our hair
complement each other that I would like my own bones for sapphire stones Cause blue's your favorite colour My heart and the earth share the same rule It starts with Love and it ends with you But don't go outside, it's dangerous tonight Without me here right by your side Take it slow, you'll know which way to go sew your skull Takes your time and we'll be fine Tagged : No tags, suggest one. I have miles of
confused regrets and friends, but maybe it's just my stupid boss in the end to think I should wait here or make my way home? You said, go (You said, go) Make problems that don't exist Why I let myself dream like... The song Meteor Shower is about a person and who they love as they go through a metaphorical literal meteor shower. The person who speaks cares a lot about each other and would sacrifice
many things for them and say it throughout the song. More meanings of Cavetown song » To me, it feels like a still quiet time in a chaotic world. Go out on strike, but that's the atmosphere I have. Does anyone have any other interpretations? Interpretations?
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